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Our server virtualization services help organizations to 

rapidly simulate and manage test environments to deliver 

topnotch software at a faster pace whilst reducing costs and 

business risks to end users.  

We offer a comprehensive suite of Blockchain services to guide your entire 

Blockchain journey. We strive to provide our clients with market-ready 

Blockchain solutions that address real business challenges and contribute 

to the bottom-line. 

 Blockchain Development:  

 

Customized Blockchain solutions including POC development, Smart 

Contract development, Private Blockchain development, Hyperledger and 

Multichain development, Ethereum Application Development and Solidity 

Experts solutions. Leverage our highly trained and technical experts to not 

only build the �nest and secure Blockchain solutions, but also to re-

engineer and turbocharge business operations through Blockchain 

integration.    

 Blockchain Consulting:  

 

Understand and evaluate existing processes, painpoints and business-

speci�c challenges. Identify relevant use-cases to get the most out of 

Blockchain. We create strategic roadmap to pilot and deploy Blockchain 

solutions with full transparency. Post deployment optimization and 

support included.  

 ICO and Cryptocurrency Development:  

 

End-to-end ICO and Cryptocurrency development services for businesses 

of all sizes. Leverage our pool of ICO developers and Cryptocurrency 

experts to design, integrate and launch Cryptocurrency solutions.  

 Cryptocurrency Wallet Development:  

 

We can develop a fully functioning and secure Cryptocurrency wallet that 

facilitates seamless transactions and secure storage across a broad 

spectrum of Cryptocurrencies. Be it decentralized wallet development, 

mobile/web wallet development or Cryptocurrency exchange platform 

development, our Cryptocurrency wallet development are fully scalable 

that support high-end trading functions.  

 Cryptocurrency Exchange Development:   

 

We can develop a fully functioning and secure Cryptocurrency wallet that 

facilitates seamless transactions and secure storage across a broad 

spectrum of Cryptocurrencies. Be it decentralized wallet development, 

mobile/web wallet development or Cryptocurrency exchange platform 

development, our Cryptocurrency wallet development are fully scalable 

that support high-end trading functions.  

 

 

Blockchain is reinventing the way we live and work today! Interestingly, more and more businesses are waking up to the idea of 

Blockchain. From food supply businesses that are becoming smarter and safer to supply chain management organizations that are freeing 

themselves from legacy processes and laborious paperwork, Blockchain is powering a new league of agile and secure business networks.  

Cut down IT infrastructure and data breach related costs by up to 30% with Blockchain technology.  

As a leading digital transformation (DX) partner, we at Futurism Technologies, Inc. take great pride in helping our clients create reliable, 

sustainable and tailored Blockchain solutions and ecosystems that deliver maximum value. We help our clients explore a wide range of 

Blockchain services including Blockchain development, consulting, ICO development, Cryptocurrency exchange and development, Wallet 

development, frameworks development, smart contract audits and much more. 

BENEFITS OF OUR 
SERVICES: 

To put Blockchain at the heart of your digital transformation journey, reach 

us now at  +1 (732) 790-2938 or drop us a note here.for a 

FREE consultation. 

 

Comprehensive suite of market-ready Blockchain 

offerings   Cryptocurrency Exchange Development:   

 

We can develop a fully functioning and secure 

Cryptocurrency wallet that facilitates seamless 

transactions and secure storage across a broad spectrum 

of Cryptocurrencies. Be it decentralized wallet 

development, mobile/web wallet development or 

Cryptocurrency exchange platform development, our 

Cryptocurrency wallet development are fully scalable that 

support high-end trading functions.  

 Blockchain Framework Development:  

 

We can help you develop tailored Blockchain frameworks 

and prototypes leveraging our technical knowhow, 

industry expertise and strategic partnerships across 

platforms. Our custom-built Blockchain frameworks can 

be augmented with several critical applications and 

industries such as healthcare, supply chain, energy, 

identity management and many others.  

 Smart Contract Audits:  

 

We offer smart contract audits services to ensure modern 

and industry best Contracts Development practices. 

Leverage our proven 5-point methodology to identify 

security issues and �aws.  

Why Futurism for Blockchain Development? 

 
We are that smart kid on the Block(chain) technology. Here’s 

why Futurism for Blockchain: 

 Reduce costs and redundancies across operations through automation  

 Customized and developer –friendly Blockchain solutions 

 Build Blockchain solutions that seamlessly integrate with your existing enterprise 

     software and cloud services.

 Deploy fully managed Blockchain networks 

 Hands-on expertise working with leading blockchain technologies/platforms  
      including Ethereum, Hyperledger, Ripple and others. 

 Improved security (virtually tamper proof solutions) 

 Improved customer experience  

 Improved operational efficiency 

 Flexible payment options (no hidden costs)  
 Dedicated Blockchain team and COE 
 Scalable engagement model

 Agile Blockchain development services


